
**Our Goal** is to showcase the range of Passive House projects throughout the country, demonstrating that comfortable, healthy, and efficient buildings come in a variety of sizes and building types. This book will enable us all to promote and market this leading-edge building methodology. All participants will be given copies of the book to use for your own sales.

**Cost to participate** is structured according to the number of pages you and your projects are featured in. Passive House Canada members who confirm their order by the early-bird deadline of January 15, 2019 and pay by March 15, 2019 get a 10% discount! Proceeds are used for editing, layout, and printing.

- **1 page**: $400 (C$520)  
  brief case study about a single project with photos/images and Team, Metrics, and Product lists, but very brief text
- **2 pages**: $500 (C$650)  
  classic case study includes photos/images and Team, Metrics, and Product lists—and a project write-up
- **4 pages**: $800 (C$1,040)  
  a longer article about a single project OR 2 classic case studies OR a profile of your business and a case study
- **6 pages**: $1,000 (C$1,300)  
  up to 3 projects OR a profile of your business and 2 case studies
- **8 pages**: $1,200 (C$1,560)  
  up to 4 projects OR a professional profile plus 3 case studies
CEDAR HAUS
Olympia, Washington

Cedar Haus is well named, with its floating cedar tongue-and-groove roof whose generous overhangs appear to extend seamlessly, blending inside and out. Carpenters meticulously matched up cedar boards to create this continuous appearance. With headers hidden in the roof assembly, the dramatic windows extend to the top of the walls, giving a sense of grace and space to this 1,800-ft² Passive House. To keep the home comfortable, the roof assembly includes 30-inch parallel chord trusses packed with cellulose.

As the clients enjoy sleeping with the windows open and the breezes flowing, the master bedroom resides in an insulated, but unheated, sleeping porch. Dense-pack fiberglass fills the exterior walls’ 2x6 studs, with an extra 6 inches of foil-faced polyiso foam adhered on the outside. A rain screen gap is finished off by picturesque shou sugi ban, or burned wood, siding, which has the added advantage of being pest, weather, and fire resistant.

Built for a couple who want to stay there as they age, the flooring in the light-filled great room is a grey-washed cork, chosen in part because it softer on older bones should any falls occur. The cork floor is supported by 16-inch TJIs insulated with dense-pack fiberglass. A basement, which is outside the thermal envelope, houses a large wood shop.

A highly efficient gas water heater supplies hot water for domestic use and heated fluid for four hydronic radiators, keeping the house plenty toasty. Should the house need cooling as the climate warms, it is pre-plumbed for a mini-split system.

You decide your level of participation. Passive House Buildings will interview you to generate the copy for your pages or you can supply your own descriptions.

Share the cost among members of your project team. Case studies prominently list the professionals who help to create the featured Passive House building. The Team list can include up to five professionals, their company names, and URLs. In the electronic version of the book, each company name hyperlinks readers to a company website. For each project, one person will serve as the designated contact. That one contact person will be interviewed and invoiced and will be responsible for paying the entire cost. However, that contact person is free to apportion the cost among the project’s team members.

Deadline for submittals is February 25, 2019. The book will be distributed at conferences, trainings, and educational events across Canada.

Secure your place in this book by emailing us at: passivehousebuildings@gmail.com. Passive House Buildings/Low Carbon Productions will contact you to interview you for the book, collect your project info, and invoice you. Be sure to reserve space for your projects by contacting us as soon as possible.

Thank you for your support!
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